
PREFACE.

Thk Bari tribe inhabit the c<tuntry lying approximately between Latitudes

^)'^ 10' N. and 5° 45' N.— iheir Southern boundary being the River Assua.

Their Northern neighbours are the Dinkas, to the South of them are the

Madij to the East the Berri, Beir and Latuka tribes, and to the West the

Makraka, Azanda and Dinka tribes.

The Bahr el Je))ol runs through the centre of their territory. The

river is broken up by many islands large and small ; the former are called by

the Bari "Tikenyo" and the latter " Pipia," Most of these islands are

extensively cultivated and provide the principal food supplies for the tribe.

In the days of Sir Samuel Baker and Emin Pasha the Bari were a

numerous and warlik(^ tribe and rich in cattle, but under Dervish rule they

sufferc^l severely and the tribe is now a small one, with very few cattle. The

Southt^rn part of their country is mountainous, to the West (from North to

South) being Mounts Lado, Nyerkoni, Jebel el Hadid, Kurruk, Kungufi and

Weya, with Mount Logwek at Rejaf. On the East are Mounts Belinian,

Luri and Longa, and still further East and South East are the Lokoya and

Liria Mountains.

Most of the Bari villages are near the river. Their princii>al crops are

dura (red), simsim, telabun, and tobacco, which, for the last few years, hav6

suffered considerably from the two extremes of drought and flood.

Of minerals, iron is \ ery plentiful. Of the flora, the principal trees are

palms (Hyphaene thebaica and Borassus aethiopum), mimosa (especially the

Mimosa niloti(;aj nabak (Rhamnus nabeca), heglik and tamarind.
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Game i.s fairly ])leiitiful, lion, leopard, elephant, rlunoctios. liyi^iia,

buffalo, antelope, u;az(^lle, hippopotamus, crocodile, giraffe, zebra, A:c., being

found in fair nunibtns ; of birds, the ostrich, bustard, marabout, osprey,

golden-crested crane, pelican, shoebird (Abu Markub or Baheniceps rex).

Ibis, ground horn-l>ill and many others. Snakes are numerous, especially

the death-adder.

The Bari are physically a fine rac(i, slim, well proportioned and well

built. The majority of the men are entirely naked and cai-ry a spt^ar or bow

and arrows. The women wear in front a small apron or fringe either of

leather or of plaited little iron chains, and at the back a long tuft of fiiK^

leather straps, grass or wool, which gives them the ap])earance of having a

long tail; they do most of the tilling and cultivation, and many are to be

seen working in the fields carrying their babies on their backs. Somt^linM^s

if a tree is handy to their work they will put the baby in a kind of leather

sack and hang it up to the tree while they are at work.

Many of the men wear a ring of ivory on their left arm above the elbow

and decorate their heads with feathers. It used to be a mininoi) hnbit

among the men to besmear themselves with a mixtui* "t" "il ftn^in ihe

Jcurulewf, wild oil tree) and red earth-, but this custom is (l\iiiL rau.

They are great smokers and cultivate their own tobacco. \^ hicli ih(^y make

into cakes. The tobacco grown in the Lokoya hills is tln' nm^t pri/'cd. The

women manufacture clay pipes.

As regards their religious views, they have a name for the Supreme l^eing,

"Ngun," who is the representative of goodness and therefore not to be

feared and requires no sacrilices. The noun *'Ngun" comes from the

obsolete verbal root ngun (to be big), from which the word i<?n(jun (to be

bigger, to surpass) appears more complete and is frequently used.

If a man is old and is afraid of death, he is asked : do Ngun f Are you

God 1—that is to say. Do you want to live for ever 1

Tbey have also an expression for the evil sj)irit, ajok, pi. ajokaUy or

jueJc, whom they are obliged to appease by offering sacrifices (rohangga, pi.

rohdnggajin). Some old Baris call the viper their grandmother, and ofier it

milk as a sacrifice. They have also their sorcerers, and a distinction is made

between good and bad ones. The former, hunit, pi. hunuh, are in possession

of secret remedies, especially for cases of sickness. There are also the
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so called ** rain-makers" (hnmik-ti-hudu), who maintain that it lies in their

power to bring rain, and when called upon to produce it demand beforehand

a special payment of cattle. This is, however, a dangerous art, for if it does

not rain at the right time the rain-maker is hunted out and often put to

death that he may give up the rain he has kept back. The evil sorcerers or

chief wizards, who only do harm and bring trouble, are called demdnit, pi.

demak.

R. C. R, O.
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